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Abstract:  Women,  as  men,  are  equally  important for a smooth and balanced persistence of the human
society. Women play a significant role in shaping the form of a society. The capacities, mind-set, behavioural
patterns  and  conduct  displayed  by  a  woman  have  a  considerable  impact  on   a   society.   From  the
Islamic  point  of  view,  man  and  woman  are  complementary  to  each other. Both have their respective roles
to play  while  living  in  a  society.  A  balanced society cannot be established while negating the roles or
status of any part of the complementary unit. As is witnessed in the current-day world, material needs are
preferred  over  spiritual,  selfishness  over  selflessness,  individualism  over  collectivism,   profane  over
sacred  and  so  on  and  this  has  turned  the  humanity  into  a  chaotic and confusing state at individual as
well  as  collective  levels  or  in  short  imbalance  prevails.  Both  men  and  women have their respective
spheres  of  influence  in  a  society  and  their actions, behavioural patterns and overall way of living have a
great  influence  and  imprint  on  the  society  as  a  whole. A humane, balanced and peaceful society cannot
be achieved in absence of Taqwa in the individuals. A woman with Taqwa is equally indispensable as a man
(with Taqwa) is, in establishing such a society. That is why Islam urges both the genders to live and sustain
with Taqwa (piety) so that the construction of a Taqwa based society can be materialised. Such a society
nourishes the environment of right action and belief, justice, peace, harmony and prosperity barring any
intrusion of ill-will, immorality, injustice and violence. Keeping in consideration, the relevance and significance
of the role played by women in such a society, the current paper, as a humble effort, will therefore bring to
limelight the role of woman (in light of the Islamic sources especially the Qur’a n) in sustaining a Taqwa-Based
society.
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INTRODUCTION of a balanced society. Since, Islamic society is a faith

A balanced human society is one in which all of its and women, as responsible members with their due rights
constituent members perform their functions properly. have been assigned with some common and specific
Man and woman constitute the essential and duties as well. As such, women, in Islam, have an
indispensable parts of the basic unit of a society i.e., indispensable and significant role to play in sustaining a
family. From Islamic point of view, they are “essentially Taqwa based society. The on-going study will be humbly
and fundamentally” equal yet exhibit some natural bringing forth the role of women in nurturing such a
differences and hence different or specific aptitudes, society in light of Quranic dictates. 
faculties or powers in relegating specific duties/works
appropriately. The Qur’an considers both the genders as Taqwa and Taqwa Based Society: an Introduction:
“complete spiritual beings” but also “complementary to
each other”. [1] Hence, the respective functions of both
the genders are equally important for the smooth survival

(Ima¯n) and Taqwa based society, both the believing men

Establishing justice is the “hallmark of Islam” and from
Islamic point of view it is justice which leads to all other
values [2]. The Qur’a¯n commands:
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O humankind! Indeed, God commands the execution of justice among you and the doing of good to others and
the giving of charity to close relatives. Moreover, He forbids all obscenityand shameful deeds and aggression.
He admonishes you with this, so that you may become mindful of His commandments. [Al-Nah l, 16:90]
… And be just. Indeed, God loves those who are just. [Al-H ujura¯t, 49:9]

However, Justice, in real sense cannot be achieved without Taqwa because justice demands obedience of the Divine
law and the prohibition of transgression which is achieved through Taqwa. That is why the Qur’a¯n is replete with the
commandments of Allah stressing on Taqwa. For example the Divine Word mentions it beautifully at one place as:

O Children of Adam! We have, indeed, bestowed abstinence, in(Al-Baqarah) 2:237 piety, in (Al-
upon you a sense of want for clothing to cover your Muddaththir) 74:56 fear, (Muh ammad) 47:17 protection
secret parts and •garments for adornment. Yet the against evil) [3].
garment of fearing God that is the best of human The relationship established between the servant
adornment. This is of the •manifest, signs of •One, (‘Abd) and His Creator (Allah) is thus, governed by
God, that they may remember •His mercy and be Taqwa, the “consciousness of human kind’s
thank.[Al-A‘ra¯f, 7:26]. responsibility toward its creator”. Thus, Taqwa means to

Taqwa is an Arabic word with many connotations as a protection or shield against evil deeds or it reflects a
has been used variously in the Qur’a¯n, where mostly it sense of preserving or protecting one’s self from evil and
refers “to fear Allah” or “to be conscious or cautiously disobedience of Allah. This also implies to channelize
aware of Allah” and is considered as a protection or one’s desires or restraint one’s self from wrongdoings.
shield  against  the  performance  of sins or disobedience Ultimately, this abstinence, fear, consciousness and
of Allah. Though, English language lacks a proper and awareness of Allah develop His love in the heart of the
exact  word  yet  it  is  often  translated  as  “fear of God” believer and bound him/her to remain constantly in state
or  “Piety”.  Taqwa  is  a  verbal noun from the word of submission before his God. This makes the believer to
Taqa¯ meaning to fear God and a person with Taqwa is live his/her life on the divinely ordained path (S ira¯t al-
called as Muttaqi¯ (pl.Muttaqi¯n or Muttaqu¯n) – Mustaqi¯m) carefully sustaining a state the spiritual state
Pious/God-fearing. The classical Islamic texts reflect its of having an unflinching belief in the Mercy of Allah yet
meaning as “Godliness”, “piety”, “devoutness”, “God- fearing His wrath, at the same time. The Qur’an refers to
fearing”, “Uprightness” and “pious abstinence” or as per Taqwa as the best provision for the journey of life
a tradition/H adi¯th, “aggregate of all good things”.. It (…Moreover, take with you your own provisions and,
is usually translated in English as “God fearing” or indeed, the best provision is to be ever God-fearing – Al-
“pious” or “righteousness”. For William Chittick “God Qur’a¯n, Al-Baqarah, 2:197) because it develops the
wariness” is the appropriate rendition of this term in conscience and consciousness or spiritual and moral
English as it “makes taqwa’s orientation toward God presence of mind that is indispensable for a believer to
explicit, brings out the implication of being aware and safeguard him/herself from going astray and remain
mindful …” Taqwa in Quranic usage “denotes piety, steadfast on the (divinely ordained) straight-path
abstinence and God-fearing obedience”, “mindfulness or (S ira¯t al-Mustaqi¯m). Yet at another place, Taqwa is
awareness of God”, or the “substance of all godliness” or referred to as the “best garment” for the humans as it
simply means to live a God-fearing or pious life. The root protects a person from bringing the divine wrath through
word for Taqwa is Wa-Qa-Ya (read as Wa-qa) meaning to disobedience and transgression. [… Yet the garment of
“safeguard, to prevent, to obviate, to beware, to fear, fearing God that is the best of human adornment…Al-
protection, caution” and of this root nine forms occur in Qur’a¯n, Al-A‘ra¯f, 7:26] Taqwa necessitates of following
the Qur’a¯n 258 times including Taqwa which is recorded the lawful (H ala¯l) and avoiding the unlawful
17 times (e.g., in verse(s) (Al-Baqarah) 2:197 it means (H ara¯m) as declared by the divine law. Since Taqwa is

live a life of God-fearing or God-consciousness which acts
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a state of heart and mere performance of the rituals does his/her persistent consciousness of Allah and carefulness
not guarantee theTaqwaof a personrather it needs faith in performing his/her actions i.e., to abstain from the
(Ima¯n) and practice out of the love for God, reverence for unlawful and remain steadfast on the lawful. Fari¯d al-
his waymarks (Sha‘a¯’ir al Allah) and its absence from Di¯n ‘At t a¯r in his Tadhkirat al-Awliya¯’, says,
the heart reflects the state of transgression. Though, “Taqwa/Piety is to distance yourself from everything
Taqwa may be reflected in the practice and behaviour of which distances your from God” [7].
a person yet none can judge about the Taqwa of another Likewise Margaret Smith quotes Al-H a¯rith al-
person and only Allah knows this state of heart (see for Muh a¯sibi¯ (d.857 C.E.), the classical Sufi of Baghdad
example Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Najm, 53:32, … Therefore you saying that, “ Obedience [to God’s commands and
shall not proclaim purity of your own selves. He knows prohibitions] is the road to salvation and knowledge is the
full well who is God-fearing). The Prophet ( ) is reported guide to the road and the foundation for obedience is
to have said that, “ Submission (Islam) is public and faith abstinence (Wara¯’ –an analogous term to Taqwa in
is in the heart. Then he pointed towards his breast three addition to Khawf/fear, Zuhd/asceticism) and the
times repeating: “Fear of God (taqwa) is here” [4]. foundation of abstinence is God-fearing piety (Taqwa)

This can be better understood through the Quranic and the foundation of that is elf-examination
verse regarding the performance of the sacrifice (Muh a¯sabah) and self-examination is based on fear
(Ud hiyya/Qurba¯ni¯) of animals for the sake of Allah, (Khawf) and hope (Rid a¯’)” [8].
which reads as:Never shall any part of their flesh nor
their blood reach their God. But rather, it is your Taqwaas such, assures safety form derailing and
devotion –inspired by the fear of God in you – that keeps the Muttaqi¯ (God-fearing or pious) on the
reaches Him ….. (Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-H ajj, 22:37). In this straight path (S ira¯t al-Mustaqi¯m). Though the
verse, the devotion (Taqwa) means a “quality that gains Qur’a¯n time and again mentions the blissful rewards
control of the heart, disposing it to comply with the for Taqwa in the hereafter yet, in the worldly life
commands it is required to obey”, maintains Al-Ghaza¯li¯ Taqwa, as an “aggregate of all good things” also
[5]. secures peace, tranquillity, brotherhood, social

Taqwacan be easily understood from the discussion welfare and justice in a society dominated with pious
between H ad rat ‘Umar (R.A.) and H ad rat Ubay ibn and God-fearingpeople (Muttaqu¯n).
Ka‘b (the famous companions of the prophet Muhammad

), when the former asked the latter to explain Taqwa. Such is the significance of Taqwa that the Qur’a¯n,
H ad rat Ka‘b (R.A.) replied by inquiring from H ad rat the final divine revelation, is considered as the book of
‘Umar (R.A.), about his way of walking through a thorny guidance for those who are Muttaqi¯nor God-fearing and
field. Upon this H ad rat ‘Umar (R) replied that he Allah clearly says that He is with those who are God-
walked with utmost care and caution watching his fearing (Muttaqu¯n)and mentions Taqwa as one of the
footsteps and, rolling up his sleeves and collecting the distinguishing traits of His friends(Awliya¯’ ) [9].
cloakso as to save himself and his cloak/garments from ‘Abdullah Ans a¯ri¯ (d.1089 C.E.), a renowned
the thorns. H ad rat Ka‘b (R.A.) repliedthat this is classical Sufi expert, in his Mana¯zil al-Sa¯’iri¯n,
Taqwa meaning to be careful enough while walking considers Taqwa as the 16  station among the various
through the journey of life where the sins/baser desires or stations traversed by a Sufi/mystical aspirant. As per his
disobedience of the Creator are like the thorns in the path. explanations the Muttaqu¯n/Muttaqi¯n(pl. of Muttaqi¯,
Therefore, a person needs to save him/herself from God-fearing/pious) are of three categories i.e., lesser,
getting captivated in the worldly charm and baser desires intermediate and higher. The person who possesses the
and fromforgetting the Creator, His command and His least degree of Taqwa does not mix-up or corrupt his faith
pleasure – the ultimate aim of life [6]. in Divine Unity by associating partners (Shirk) with God

Thus, Taqwa is a (psycho-spiritual) state that or “debase his sincerity (Ikhla¯s) with hypocrisy (Nifa¯q)
captivates a person’s heart as well as mind with the fear or contaminate his worship (‘Iba¯dah) with innovation
of Allah to remain protected even from the slightest sign (Bid‘ah). The person with the intermediate level of Taqwa
of disobedience. With such state a person submits his will “does not vitiate his service (Khidmah)” with show-off
before Allah by his heart, which is expressed through (Riya¯’),  “or  adulterate  his  sustenance  with  food  of a

th
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doubtful nature, or let his mystical state (H a¯l) become pious (Muttaqi¯n) or those who live with Taqwa. Most of
perverted by heedlessness.” The person with the greatest the times Allah mentions belief (Ima¯n) with Taqwa and
level of Taqwa“does not blemish his gratefulness with virtuous deeds (Al-A‘amalal-S a¯lih) or righteousness.
complaints; or dilute his sins by arguments [of his [13]. From the Islamic sources of guidance (Qur’a¯n and
innocence] or ever cease to be beholden to God for His H adi¯th ) it is evident that Taqwa and belief (Ima¯n) go
grace towards him” [10]. hand in hand in an inseparable state and the believers are

A deep study of the Quranic themes related to the commanded to support each other in performingvirtuous
rewards of Taqwa or Muttaqu¯n/Muttaqi¯n(those with acts and sustaining Taqwa while as simultaneously
Taqwa) reveals that they have been mentioned with refraining from the evil. This commandment in fact defines
different qualities in the Qur’a¯n, like they are believers, the criteria and characteristics of an Islamic society i.e.,
friends and lovers of Allah, observe His commandments where all the members are primarily bonded through
with utmost caution, fulfilling their duties due towards the supra-material/spiritual ties (Iman and Taqwa ) and are
Creator and the creation (H uqu¯qAllah and H uqu¯q required  to  promote  the  positive  values  and  action
al-‘Iba¯d), give in charity for the sake of Allah, respect (like obedience to the Divine law, virtue, justice, morality
the signs or waymarks of Allah (Sha‘a¯’r Allah), they are and peace) while denouncing the negative or
the truly guided and successful people [11]. To promote detrimentalactivities through mutual support. The Qur’an
Taqwa in a person, a number of virtues have been explicitly states:
mentioned in the Qur’a¯n and are directly linked to it, for
example, to keep trusts (Ama¯nah) in Al-Baqarah 2:283, … Rather, you shall help one anotherto
to fulfil the covenants or be faithful (Al-Wafa¯) inA¯l- virtuousness and to the fear of God.But you shall not
‘Imra¯n, 3:76 and likewise, patience (Al-S abr) in A¯l- help one another to sin and to aggression.Therefore,
‘Imra¯n, 3:186. Likewise, in the verses Al-A‘Ara¯f, 7:96, fear God.Indeed, God is severe in punishmentfor the
Yu¯nus, 10:63-64, Al-Zumar, 39:10 Taqwais related to the breaking of His covenant. [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-
good or prosperous life (H asanat) on this earth besides Ma¯’idah, 5:2]
reward in the hereafter. Moreover, thethird verse of
Su¯rahAl-T ala¯q (65:3)assures of material providence The  Qur’a¯n  addresses  the believers (collectively)
for those who cultivateTaqwa]. at  many  places  recommending  them  to attain Taqwa

However, to attain Taqwa, a person primarily needs and to remain steadfast on their belief (Ima¯n) with
knowledge (‘Ilm) of the divinely ordained rules regarding complete submission before Allah (Isla¯m) while doing
lawful (H ala¯l)or unlawful (H ara¯m), desired righteous deeds and refraining from the evil . For example
(Mustah ab), undesirable (Makru¯h) or Mushtabih at one place it is mentioned in the Divine Word:
(doubtful) etc. This is fully dealt as an independent
subject of Fiqh or Islamic jurisprudencecovering various O you who believe! Be ever God-fearing[Ittaqu¯],
aspects of mundane affairs. with a fear justly due HimAnd do not die, except

The significance  of Taqwain the lives of the while  you are Muslims, in willing submission to
believers can be gauged from its repeated mention God –alone. (Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-‘Imra¯n, 3:102; See
(through its various forms) in the Qur’a¯n and the also, Al-Nisa¯’, 4:1, 59:18 etc.)
traditions of the Prophet ( ) urging the believers, at
individual  to  collective  level,  to  live  the worldly life This way, Islam aspires of the sustenance of such a
with Taqwa to gain the pleasure of Almighty Allah and society where the members would be extremely careful in
thus, the beautiful and incredible rewards in the hereafter delivering their duties towards one another(H uqu¯q al
[12]. Khalq/Mu‘a¯mala¯t)with an “acute sense of justice” and

Thus, Taqwa has been prescribed for all the members towards their Creator (H uquq Allah/Iba¯da¯t) that
of the Islamic society rather than a particular group of i.e., eventually assures prevalence of peace, tranquillity and
from the Islamic point of view everyone in the society is most importantly justice in the society. Belief (Ima¯n) and
qualified for attaining Taqwa irrespective of colour, caste, Taqwa or fear of God form thebasis for establishing such
material or social status. Ima¯n or belief is prerequisite for a society, where in all the believers are bonded as a
Taqwa as per the Qur’a¯n where are also highlighted common unit with a strong sense of brotherhood, as Allah
various traits of and rewards for the God-fearing and says:
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… Indeed, all the believers are brethren. Thus set main force that impedes the spiritual journey. Eventually,
aright relations between your brothers. And fear it leads to the promotion and beautification of one’s
God, so that you may be shown mercy (Al-Qur’a¯n, conduct, behaviour and moral level. The success of a
Al-H ujura¯t, 49:10) person, from Islamic viewpoint, is judged on the basis of

This society is the “Islamic society” or an association technological or mechanical strides [16] as the Qur’a¯n,
formed on the basis of Divine law, wherein the members highlights it clearly:
strive towards the common goal by following the divine
code of conduct. This “universal society’ or “Ummah” in Blessed be the One in whose mighty Hand is all the
Quranic terminology, is a society that is comprised of dominion.For He is powerful over all things; the
members with multiple and diverse denominations or One who created death and lifeto test you and to
ethnicities, languages, races, etc. bonded together on the reveal which of you is best in deeds. For He alone is
basis of common faith (Ima¯n), aspiring for the common the Overpowering One, the All-Forgiving;[Al-
goal of achieving Falah (success in both the worlds) by Qur’an, Al-Mulk, 67:1-2] [17].
means of obedience of the Creator with Taqwa [14].

“In a more general sense”, as Encyclopaedia of Islam However, the material development in Islam is not
keeps it, Taqwa “appears as the common ecumenical solely neglected but it is made subservient as of
characteristic of the universal man of faith, regardless of secondary importance to the primary higher (divinely
sectarian divisions and political differences … ” [15]. approved) spiritual goals. Achievement of Wealth,
Unlike a  materialistic or secular society (e.g., Western) economy, material and technological advancement are
theideal Islamic society is distinguished as a Taqwa validated in Islam as for as it helps in the realisation of the
conscious society where the members are bonded primary i.e., spiritual goals/interests because if left
primarily on spiritual basis rather than the material ties and unchecked and given primary importance it eventually
are respected on the basis of Taqwa, the level of which turns as the “agent of the evil”. 
serves as the standard for defining the moral status of a Thus, the deciding criterion for the success or failure
person. The criteria devised by man (based on material of an individual or a society or civilization is not the
possessions or genealogy) for defining the status of a mechanical or material development rather it lies in the
person in a society are explicitly challenged in the spiritual development or the social conduct i.e., the “moral
Qur’a¯n, where it is clearly mentioned: conduct of individuals as reflected in their beliefs,

Indeed, We have created all of you from a single assures of social justice, peace and tranquillity in the
male and female. Moreover, We have made you society, by playing an important role in achieving
peoples and tribes, so that you may come to know excellence in conduct, behaviour or morality. Absence of
one another. And, indeed, the noblest of you, in the Taqwa from the individuals and dominance of material
sight of God, is the most God-fearing of you. Indeed, accomplishments over the higher spiritual values/goals
God is all-knowing, all-aware. (Al-Qur’a¯n, Al- eventually bring discord, class-conflicts, immorality,
H ujura¯t, 49:13). injustice, impiety and violence in the societies [18].

Islam enjoins of the establishment an ‘altruistic’ violence situation amply highlights and yields a practical
society where collective interests are preferred over testimony to the fact. Western civilization, where the
individual interests and spiritual development over divine order of preference to the spiritual and material
material unlike an ‘egoistic’ society where this scheme development has been inverted (i.e., giving material
runs  vice-versa.  Spiritual  development  of the members achievements preference to spiritual values) offers scores
of  the society plays the most significant part in of examples of the class-conflicts, profusion of illicit and
sustaining such a society and in this process the primary immoral activities, demotion of social and moral values,
factor to be relied upon is the Taqwaof the injustice, war and violence etc. The situation is such that
individualswhich is the means to achieve Falah (felicity the world nations continuously grow in a state of war and
or success in this world and in the hereafter). Taqwa because of the (internationally) unleashed nuclear power
enables a person to bring his spiritual potential in action armament the whole humanity is feared to be at the gates
and helps in keeping a check on the baser desires – the of extinction with its own hands.

his moral level or his conduct rather than on his material,

institutions and class” or gender relations etc. Taqwa

The current-day world scenario of warring and
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Thus, the establishment of Taqwa based society is observed on practical grounds. Marriage, having merely
indispensable for the human beings to survive with the a political orientation, was meant for procreation to
aspiration for higher spiritual goals while achieving increase manpower of a country for serving the state
appropriate material accomplishments, peace, justice, apparatus. Likewise, in the Roman Empire for a long time,
harmony, tranquillity, moral and the most important, the women had to survive with a despicable status with
spiritual development. In this process both women and no justified system of marriage, dower or divorce. Men
men play their roles within their respective spheres of exercise and unhampered authority over women [19].
action as prescribed by the divine guidance. In an Islamic Likewise, in ancient Europe, woman (except the noble
society both male and female members have their class) was a direct target of the atrocities inflicted by men
respective rights and duties prescribed by the divine law and there were hardly any rules or regulations to check
keeping  their natural capacities or proclivities in view. it.A husband enjoyed the right to have full authority over
The Qur’a¯n treats both a male and a female equally as the wealth or property of his wife, who could be deprive
for as their Falah (success in both the worlds) as well as of it anytime by the husband. Woman (of lower class) had
their status as being “humans” is considered and a liberty neither in financial matters nor in marital affairs.
woman can aspire and achieve Falah through obedience The condition of women in these ancient civilizations
of the Divine law in the same manner a man is allowed to amply signifies that at large the women were treated as
do so, the Divine Words says: not more than slaves. The religions like Judaism,

One who does a misdeed shall not be recompensed regarding women. Flavius Josephus, the Jewish scholar,
but with its like. But as to one who does righteous relates that as per the Law, “Woman … is inferior to man
deeds, whether male or female – while being a in all things.” Judaism, for example, makes the women
believer – then it is such as these who shall enter the completely subservient to man and considers her of
Garden of Paradise forever provided therein, devilish nature, Christianity refers to her as “an inevitable
without measure[Al-Qur’a¯n, Gha¯fir, 40:40]. evil ..a domestic danger” etc. and in Hinduism , her
Whoever does righteous deeds, whether male or condition is even more worse as the custom of
female and is a believer, We shall, most surely, cause Satisubstantiates it clearly.Overall scenario of the pre-
him to live a good life. Moreover, We shall, most Islamicsocieties reveals that women were considered
surely, recompense – all of them with their reward, inferior to men in morality, rationality and physical
in accordance – with the very best they ever did. [Al- capacity requiring imperatively the support and control of
Qur’a¯n, Al-Nah l, 16:97]. men [20].

Thus, Islam regards woman as an equally essential securing an honourable status (except for exceptions) and
and responsible member of a society as a man is. With people felt a sort of contempt and disgrace on the birth of
their different natural propensities and capacities to carry female child. Upon the death of a man, his wives were
out specified duties both have their respective duties and shared by sons like “movable property. The Arabs,
rights. Since, the current paper is focused on the role of besides many other reprehensible acts, ardently preferred
woman in the sustenance of the Taqwa based (Islamic) a male child and abhorred equally a female child. Women,
society, so, it is pertinent here to highlight the status of in the Pre-Islamic Arab society, lived without any noble or
woman in Islam before bringing the main theme under respectable status in the society and such was the
discussion. condition that the female infant was buried alive. Islam

Woman in Islam: The status of woman in Islam can be female child [21]. To this refers the Divine word as:
better understood while comparing it with the pre-Islamic
world especially the Arab society. Thus, whenever any of them is given the glad tidings

 The pre-Islamic societies like Greeks and Romans of a female child, his very face grows dark, for he is
though excelled in diverse fields of knowledge, culture filled with suppressed rage. He hides himself from
and civilization yet could not provide the women with a the people because of the bad tidings that he was
justified and respectable status. The majority of woman given. Should he keep it, with disgrace, or bury it
had to restrict their sphere of activity in serving the men. alive in the dust  Most assuredly, so very grievous
Though Plato advocated of equal rights for women and is the judgment they make! (Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Nah l,
men and the women were provided with some rights like 16: 58-59; see also Al-Takwi¯r, 81:8-9 ; Al-Isra¯’,
the right to divorce yet on such rights were hardly 17:31).

Christianity and Hinduism also yield a similar picture

For a woman, the then Arab society was devoid of

primarily abolished the inhumancustomof killing the
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The noble tribes, as per historical records, likeBanu¯ responsible members of the society [25]. The second
Asad, followed by Banu¯ Rabiya, Banu¯ Kunda and Caliph, H ad rat ‘Umar is reported to have admitted that,
Banu¯ Tami¯m were initially accustomed with this cold- “we never used to give significance to women in the days
hearted act of female infanticide and later on it became of the Pre-Islamic period of ignorance(Ja¯hiliyya), but
prevalent in the lower strata of the society as well [2]. when Islam came and Allah mentioned their rights, we
There are numerous traditions/Ah a¯di¯ththat provide used to give them their rights” [26].
ample testimony to the prevalence of this heinous custom Not only the free women but the slave girls were
in the pre-Islamic Arab society [23]. However, to abolish provided with better chances of living a dignified life, as
this practice, at the very initial stage, the Prophet of Islam the Prophet urged his followers to do so in a multitude of
( ) used to took an oath (of refraining from this act) from ways for gaining rewards. A Hadith reads as: If a man has
the women who were going to accept Islam, as the a slave girl and he gives her good education and a
Qur’a¯n mentions: proper training and then setting her free, marries her,

O Prophet! When the believing women come to you Human dignity is the prime concern of Islamic
pledging allegiance to you that they shall not teachings [28] and even it is prioritised on the assurance
associate anything as a god- with God; nor shall of five basic objectives or values of Islamic law –faith
they steal; nor shall they commit illicit sexual (Ima¯n), life, property, intellect and procreation. So,
intercourse; nor shall they kill their children; … Islamic teachings are highly concerned with the security
(Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Mumtah ana, 60:12). and guarantee of dignity of the members of human society

The prophet ( ) prohibited this heinous and vicious very beginning raised the status and dignity of women
activity of the Arabs and advocated of the love, from the state of disgrace and defilement [29].
compassion and care for the female children and The Qur’a¯n declares the equality of all human
displayed it practically in his life. Apart from bringing an beings as for as their dignity and fundamental rights are
end to blood feuds and unlimited polygamy, the abolition considered. They enjoy equal rights in receiving
of the female infanticide was one among the most education, performing righteous deeds, raising their
commendable reforms of the Prophet ( ). social, economic and spiritual status, regulating their

With a meticulous study of the historical sources, it private and public affairs etc. Irrespective of colour, race,
clearly appears that woman, at large, in pre-Islamicphase nationality, or gender, all humans are equal for the reason
(almost in all civilizations) was unable to express herself they all “spring from a single source.” [30]. The Qur’a¯n
as a dignified member of the then human society. Even says:
though some polytheistic nations would worship (woman)
goddesses yet practically the women could not enjoy an O humankind ! Be ever God-fearing, conscious of
honourable status and their condition was even your Lord – who created all of you from a single
sometimes more despicable than other societies. The soul and from it created its mate and from them both
feminist historian of Judaism, Tikva Frymer Kensky spread abroad many men and women. [Al-Qur’a¯n,
arguesthat, “although polytheistic systems did give Al-Nisa¯’, 4:1, see also Al-An‘a¯m, 6:88]
females a certain separate status, they subordinated He is the One who created all of you from a single
women, marginalized them and limited them to roles of soul. And from it He made its mate, to and repose
fertility, sexuality, nurturance and wisdom” [24]. Women with her. And from them both descended all
could hardly conceive of their rights at par with men, in humankind. [Al-A‘ra¯f, 7:189]
the matters of marriage, property, inheritance, divorce,
rewards, punishments etc. Islam laid the foundation of an educated society and

To emancipate the woman from the shackles of the first revelation started with the word “Iqra” derived
reprehensible and inhuman bondages of the pre-Islamic from Qa-ra-a meaning “to read” [Al-‘Alaq, 96:1] and to
society and ensure them a dignified and elevated status achieve education is on among the fundamental rights
in the society, Islam mandated for them rights (social, enjoyed equally by both men and women equally. A well-
economic, marital, educational, spiritual) and also known tradition, i.e., It is essential for every Muslim man
prescribed them with duties to live as respectable and and woman   to   acquire   knowledge”,   of   the  Prophet

then such a man will have a double reward [27]. 

including equally both a man and a woman. Islam from the
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substantiates this fact amply [31]. The status of women in means of sexual activity. Polygamy was limited in such a
Islam was elevated to such a rank that was inconceivable way that, in the words of Leonard, “in a greater measure
in the pre-Islamic pagan societies. In Islam the woman is polygamy is muchmore atheoretical than a practical
as much significant as a man is in the society. The Qur’an institution” [33]. Not only was polygamy limited but
declares with beauty: marriage as a social institution was refined and sanctified

Permitted for you believers, on the night of the fasts the lawful and unlawful activities related to such affairs.
is intimate approach to your wives. They are a Apart from other reformations, women were granted with
garment for you. And you are a garment for them … the right to demand divorce.This has been summarised in
[Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Baqarah, 2:187] Islamic Societies by Ira M. Lapidus as:

From this verse it is evident that both the genders, The moral and spiritual reform advocated in Quranic
man and woman, are complementary to each other and verses enhanced the status of women. The Quran
neither of them is inferior in “status and dignity.” The addresses women directly and charges them to
usage of word “Liba¯s”/apparel or garment here may refer uphold morality in the community. It recommends
to the dignity, protection or beauty and is used in respect for their modesty and privacy. Marriage was
metaphorical sense highlighting the significance of both recognized as having important spiritual and religious
the genders to each other as is the significance of the values because it was a relationship sanctioned by
garments/apparel to the human beings. It characterizes the the will of God … the Quran tried to prevent hasty
marital relationship as a compassionate contract where in and wilful divorces by urging delay, reconciliation
both wife and husband conceals each other’s and mediation by families. A waiting period following
shortcomings and protects each other’s privacy [32]. a divorce also served to assure a woman of interim

Likewise, the glory of Islamic egalitarianism was support and of support for a future child if she were
manifested when women were guaranteed with inheritance pregnant [34].
rights through the Divine law in such a scenario where
sometimes woman was considered a movable property. Similarly, the practice of inheriting a woman against
The Qur’a¯n declares: her will (as was prevalent in the pre-Islamic customs) is

For men, there shall be a portion of what parents
and nearest relatives leave behind in death. And for O you who believe! It is not lawful for you to inherit
women, there shall be a portion of what parents and like mere objects the women of your deceased; nor
nearest relatives leave behind. [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al- to hold them forcibly in order to have their wealth.
Nisa¯’, 4:7] Nor shall you impede them from marriage, in order
Moreover, give the women whom you marry their for you to take away anything of whatever
right full marriage present, unconditionally… [Al- possessions you have given them, except when they
Qur’a¯n, Al-Nisa¯’, 4:4] commit flagrant indecency. So consort with them

Likewise, at another place relating to affairs of honourable. [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Nisa¯’, 4:19]
marriage and divorce, the Divine Words declare: And the shameful and unethical practice of

… Yet for women, there are rights equal to what is as was prevalent in the pre-Islamic pagan society of
enjoined upon them, in accordance with what is Arabia, was likely abhorred in the Qur’a¯n:
right …[Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Baqarah, 2:228].

Polygamy was unlimited and prostitution was even whoredom for they too ardently desire to be chaste
patronized as an institution in the pre-Islamic Arab in order for yourselves, thereby, to seek the fleeting
society. Bosworth Smith, an Orientalist says that, “there things of the life of this word. But should one so
was no limit to the number of women a man could marry compel them then the compeller is guilty, while after
and they were a part of the property divided among the their having been so compelled, God is all-forgiving
heirs of the deceased person.” Islam strictly condemned of such handmaidens and mercy-giving toward
the prostitution or any other illegal/unethical or immoral them. [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Nu¯r, 24:33].

with the newly revealed commandments clearly explicating

strictly condemned in the Qur’a¯n, as:

only in accordance with what is right and

considering woman as a commodity and means of income,

Nor shall you compel your handmaidens to
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Zaidi, beautifully maintains, “Had it not been for this In Islam, a woman serves as a complement to man and
hero-[Prophet] Mahamad [Muh ammad ], the ideal of vice-versa yet she doesn’t lose her individuality as she
womanhood in Arabia would have been, at the very retains the rights regarding her mundane or temporal
outset, sacrificed at the altar of immorality and barbarous affairs as well as her religious obligations i.e., she has
sensuality of the Arabs of his time” [35]. complete authority on her wealth and property

After a deep study of the themes regarding the status (inheritance, dower/Mahr etc.) and can utilise it in any
and emancipation of women in Islam, following points can lawful means thus, enjoying financial independence, she
be established: has the right to aspire for greater spiritual heights as a

Prevention of female infanticide. her father (as daughter) or husband (as wife) etc. [37].
Prevailing custom of abducting women and marrying On studying the Quranic themes regarding the status,
them was abolished. rights and position of women in the society, it becomes
Woman, as a wife and as a daughter, was evident that in Islam a woman is equal to a man in the
economically secured with right to property (in both senses that both belong to the same species and are of
husband’s as well as father’s estate). same origin. Also, a woman (as a wife) with her individual
Woman were provided with complete authority on existence is also a complement or a true partner of a man
the utilisation of Mahr. – a relationship truly in resonance with the laws of nature.
Marriages held without the consent of a woman were As a minor, she has the fundamental right to receive
banned. nourishment, protection, care and upbringing in a proper
Woman were also given the right to demand divorce manner. As an orphan, a woman is declared a ward of only
for plausible reasons. the pious or God-fearing , “who are enjoined to treat her
The  act of  Talaq/ divorce  (that was prevalent in kindly and justly and prove a trusty supervisor of her
pre-Islamic Arabia without regulations and served as ‘substance.’ If she is a maid, her master is commanded to
a means to exploit and sabotage the position of a behave with her in a modest way and treat her as his/her
woman) was rectified while putting strict regulations family member while clothing and feeding her with the
on its execution. same status. In the role of a wife, a woman in Islam while
Though polygamy was not abolished completely but maintaining her individuality is also the queen or
was regulated on an optimum level as a man was managerial head of the family. A woman as a mother
allowed to keep a maximum number of only four enjoys the prestige of having ‘paradise under her feet’; a
wives at a time and that too, strictly, when he would position given to her in Islam uniquely. Likely, as a widow
be able to furnish justice to every one of them. or divorcee there are explicit rules in Islam that secure her

The refinement brought under the divine guidance that she may not live at the mercy of others.Similarly, “in
was aimed at raising the moral, ethical and spiritual respect of intellectual liberty and social freedom, moral
standard of the people who were otherwise fallen into the purity and spiritual superiority, legal equality and
dungeon of illicit and unethical system of marital affairs. economic independence, she has a decided advantage
All these moral and legal checks secured the honour and over” her male counterpart [39].
chastity of the woman and prevented the spread of
immorality, perversion and crime in the society. This Role of Womanfor Sustaining a Taqwa Based (Islamic)
divine scheme of modifying positively the behaviour of
the members of human society and activating their latent
aspirations for higher-spiritual goals eventually
materialized the concept of a society based on faith
sustaining with peace and justice besides upholding
higher standard of moral and ethical values [36].

The rules regarding the status of women in the
society, their conduct, rights and duties have been
explicitly mentioned in the Islamic sources of guidance.
Islamic history provides scores of examples where such
commandments were practically applied and women
enjoyed a dignified and honourable status in the society.

man can aspire for, she can demand her sustenance from

honour besides adequate provisions of sustenance so

Society: The Divine revelation on the Prophet of Islam ( )
sanctioned the basic equality of man and woman (as they
share common origin) in a society where a woman was
considered not more than a movable property or a chattel
[39]. The verdictsof the final revelation – the Qur’a¯n ,
showeringtheblessings upon women – elevated their
status in equal ranks to that of menby considering her as
a “complete spiritual being” yet simultaneously as the
necessary complement to the man anddesignated her with
a significant status and role in the society. The Qur’a¯n
while mentioning “…They are a garment for you. And you
are a garment for them … [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Baqarah,
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2:187]” explicitly assigns both the genders (as wife and functions, “the due discharge of which constitute the
husband) with the same responsibility of protectingone dignity, enjoyment, fulfilment and beauty of life”.
another (from any harm or evil) and providing comfort to However, reversing this natural order will eventually bring
each other, protecting each other’s privacy and covering chaos, confusion and social disintegration. Therefore, in
each other’s faults . The usage of the word “Liba¯s” or Islam the men and women are directed to follow this
garment, as a metaphorical expression, clearly indicates natural course of action and none is considered to be
that both the genders are complementary to each other. superior on other on the basis of the difference in the
Subduing or misplacing the role any part of the nature of the functions [42].
complement-whole (man or woman) will eventually lead to An Islamic society aims at reforming the individual
imbalance, initially at micro or family level and finally at (man as well as woman) to pursueits social objectives by
macro or societal level yielding chaos, confusion and the prescribing on the individuals various religious practices
disintegration of social fabric [40]. like charity, prayers, fasts, all of which

Further, from the Quranic point of view, both the “encouragepunctuality,  self-discipline  and concern for
genders (male/female) are entitled to receive rewards for the well-being of others”. A man or woman is not
living a God-fearing pious life as per their levels of piety. regarded as just a member of the community “but also as

As mentioned alreadythe Islamic society is a faith a morally autonomous agent who plays a distinctive role
and Taqwa based society which means that, for the in shaping the community’s sense of direction and
believing men and women living in such a society the purpose” [43].
course of life is decided by the revelation and is based on Thus, an individual (man and woman) plays a
belief (Ima¯n) and Taqwa (piety/God-fearing). The significant role in shaping the society and in an Islamic
members of the human society are categorised on the society both the genders have been addressed to adopt
basis of these two essential elements (Ima¯nand Taqwa). a divinely ordained ethical, moral, descent and chaste way
Greater the level of belief and Taqwa, greater is the status of living through the sustenance of (Ima¯n)belief and
or rank of the person. The status of a person in an Islamic Taqwa. However, Islam has placed some restrictions on
society depends upon his level of Taqwa irrespective of both men as well as women in order to regulate their
caste, colour, gender, material or economic and financial conjugal and social life for establishing a balanced and
status, political or social status, as the Qur’a¯n says, modest society. Owing to the differences in their

Indeed, We have created all of you from a single But still no one is considered superior on the other merely
male and female. Moreover, We have made you on the basis of the function or role they carry out in the
peoples and tribes, so that you may come to know society [44].
one another. And, indeed, the noblest of you, in the Both Muslim men and women are enjoined to support
sight of God, is the most God-fearing of you. Indeed, each other in promoting righteousness and piety. The
God is all-knowing, all-aware.(Al-H ujura¯t, 49:13). Qur’a¯n plainly says:

The Islamic society functions as an organized system … Rather, you shall help one anotherto
comprised of different yet significant structures working virtuousness and to the fear of God.But you shall not
in complete co-ordination with each other and following help one another to sin and to aggression.Therefore,
the common code of Divine guidance. Such a society is fear God.Indeed, God is severe in punishmentfor the
governed by the divine law with primary objectives of breaking of His covenant. [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-
protecting the life, religion, intellect, family and progeny Ma¯’idah, 5:2]
of the members of the society [41]. This organized system
can function properly when its comprising organs will Therefore, both men and women, apart from having
function properly with their respective places and spheres multitude of responsibilities, are most importantly required
of action. Depending upon their respective yet diverse to support each other against evil and illegal ways of
capacities  and  propensities, men and women, being both action to promote righteousness and piety that eventually
equally important parts of this organizational unit – materializes the establishment of a humane and just
Islamic society – perform different roles and functions. society with peace, tranquillity and harmony.Almighty
The Qur’a¯n says: … Our Lord is the One who gave all Allah beautifully addresses both pious men and women
things their creation, then guided them to their natural in equal terms highlighting equally their qualities of
way. [Ta¯ Ha¯, 20:50]. Both perform their appropriate virtuousness and piety, as:

functions the nature of these restrictions is also different.
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Indeed, the Muslim men and the Muslim women and Al-Nisa¯’, 4:1] Marriage is considered as a sacred
the believing men and the believing women and the institution in Islam and except under certain
devoutly obedient men and the devoutly obedient women circumstances every believing man or woman is
and the truthful men and the truthful women and the commanded to live a married life. There are abundant
patient men and the patient women and the reverent men Ah a¯di¯th/traditions of the Prophet ( ) regarding
and the reverent women and the charitable men and the marriage including the famous one in which while
charitable women and the fasting men and the fasting highlighting marriage as the prophetic way of conjugal
women and the men who guard their chastity and the life, the Prophet ( ) isreported to have said that whoever
women who guard theirsand the men who remember God turns aside or dislikeshis way does not belong to him.
much and the women who likewise remember Him for [47].
such as these, God has prepared forgiveness and a Almighty Allah orders of marriage [48]. for it checks
magnificent reward.[Al-Ah za¯b, 33:35]. the spread of the evils like obscenity or adultery in a

This verses depicts the qualities and thereby the role society and obviously, a Taqwa based society entails the
of both men and women in sustaining a God-fearing life. practical observation of this Divine commandment. This
Like men, the believing women need to be obedient, is also meant to protect the chastity and sustain moral
truthful, patient, reverent, charitable, fasting and chaste. excellence [49]. The Qur’a¯n says at one place:
This is the divine scheme for sustaining a Taqwa based
life at individual as well as collective levels. Moreover, the unwed among you marry, and also

The role of a woman role is as indispensable as of the righteous of your bondmenand bondwomen. If
man in nurturing a Taqwa based society. In such a they are poor, God shall enrich them from His
society both the complementary units (man and woman) bounty. And God is all-encompassing, all-knowing.
require to be believers and both are forbidden to marry a [Al-Nu¯r, 24:32]
non-believer [45]. So, the very basis of their relationship
is faith or Ima¯n, the most indispensable element and And continues to say:
venerable state a human being can live with, to achieve
Fala¯h/success in both the worlds. The Quranic models As to those who do not find means for marriage, let
of societies amply differentiate between a society based them keep themselves pure and chaste, until God
on Taqwa and a secular society, as it recognizes the very enriches them from His bounty ... [Al-Nu¯r, 24:33]
basic and complementary units of a society with their
respective characters, e.g., Illicit and immoral spouses are The above verses make it amply clear that marriage in
meant for each other and likewise the pure/virtuous are Islam is considered as a means of inhibiting immorality or
meant for each other [46]. indecency in the society. It is directly linked to the

Thus,  the  role  of  women  in sustaining and persistence of a Taqwa based community. 
nurturing aTaqwa based society is indispensable and a From the Quranic point of view the marital
woman can play this significant role in through following relationship is characterised with love, compassion,
ways: affection and mercy, which are the manifest signs and

As a Wife: To establish families has been a created a woman, as a blessing for the man, as its very
Sunnah/preferred way for majority of the prophets who nature is consoling and soothing for a man. When a male
were sent for the guidance of human beings: and female are tied in a marital relationship with the

For very truly, We have sent mortal messengers to God-fearing family – the basic unit of a society – is
their own people before you. Moreover, We have established. Allah says:
given to them wives and children as you have been
given.[Al-R‘ad, 13:38]. And of His wondrous signs is that He has created for

To continue human race, marriage is the only legal in them. And He has set between you genuine
and valid form in Islam. Almighty Allah created human mutual, love and tender hearted mercy. Indeed, in
beings from a single soul (Adam) and created his mate all of this there are sure signs for a people who
(Eve), as a complementary part, to sustain the process would reflect on the handiwork of God. [Al-Ru¯m,
procreation on  Earth  [See,   Al-Baqarah,   2:   223  and 30:21].

blessings from Almighty Allah. Almighty Allah has

consciousness of such divine blessings a peaceful and

you, from yourselves, mates, so that you may repose
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In Islam a man is obliged to be just towards women … Thus, righteous women are devoutly obedient,
(who may be his mother, sister(s), daughter(s) or wife). A safeguarding their sacred trusts in the absence of
man is obliged to fulfil the necessary demands and their husbands.For God has ordainedsuch trusts- to
provide the sustenance to his wife and support her in be safeguarded… [Al-Qur’a¯n, Al-Nisa¯, 4:34].
performingvirtuous and pious deeds. However, a woman,
as a wife, also has a significant role to play. Though a As Mothers: The Qur’a¯n as well as the traditions
woman retains her individuality even after marriage and (Ah a¯di¯th) explicitly mention the commandments
enjoys all the rights prescribed for her yet she is obliged regarding the display of obedience, kindness, love,
to be obedient to her husband in order to manage the respect and compassionate behaviour towards the
family affairs smoothly. The Qur’an declares: parents especially one’s mother [52]. The Qur’a¯n

Yet for women, there are rights equal to what is mother while delivering a child followed by breastfeeding.
enjoined  upon  them, in accordance with what is Keeping in view this incredible favour of a mother
right. But commensurate with their family towards her children, Almighty Allah commands a person
obligations, men shall have a degree over them. And to be always obedient with love and respect. The Qur’a¯n
God is overpowering, all-wise. [Al-Baqarah, 2:228] says:

The Qur’an further mentions: Moreover, God has said: We have charged each

Thus, righteous women are devoutly obedient, one’s parents. One’s mother bore one in feebleness
safeguarding their sacred trusts in the absence of upon feebleness and the full period of one’s weaning
their husbands. For God has ordainedsuch trusts- to is within two years. So give thanks to Me and to
be safeguarded. So as to those wives whose flagrant your parents. To Me is the ultimate destiny.
defiance you fear, you shall admonish them … [Al- [Luqma¯n, 31:14].
Qur’a¯n, Al-Nisa¯, 4:34].

The mentality, behaviour and lifestyle of a cannot be overlooked here in which a person asks him
womanhave a strong impact not only on her husband but regarding the priority between father and mother on
also on the whole family as well. Her modest and chaste furnishing his due obligations towards them. The Prophet
way of living eventually affects the mode and behaviour ( ) is reported to answer him “your mother” repeating it
of her husband. The Qur’a¯n plainly says that the illicit three times and at the fourth time saying “your father”.
man  is  for an illicit woman and a pious one for a pious [53]. Another famous H adi¯th of the Prophet ( )
woman. The Divine Word says: declares that “paradise lies at the feet of your mother”.

Depraved  women  are only for depraved men. And give precedence to a mother over father and explicitly
depraved men are only for depraved women. But highlight the position or status of a woman in Islam.
wholesome women are for wholesome men. And The  mode  of  living  adopted by the parents leaves
wholesome men are for wholesome women … [Al-Nu¯r, an  indelible  imprint  on  the  psyche of the children.
24:26; see also, 24:3] Thus, it is imperative for the parents to live a righteous

The  piety  of a woman has a great role in defining the significant role in shaping and moulding the conduct and
character of man. Though in Islam every individual is overall lifestyle of her children. It can be therefore easily
responsible and accountable for his/her own acts [50]. yet deduced the women as mothers can easily promote a
the conduct of one individual has an influence on the balanced and Taqwabased society because as soon as
other. So, a pious or God–fearing and chaste woman is they are Muttaqi¯ or God-fearing the imprints of their
preferred as wife over any other woman in Islam [51]. Such righteousness and piety will be eventually traced in their
women safeguard their chastity even in the absence of posterity. Provided the unflinching attachment of a child
their husbands and remain devoted to the Sacred/divine with his/her mother, the conduct of the child – an
Law. The Qur’a¯n says: emerging responsible member of the society– heavily

recounts the laborious and backbreaking period of a

human being with dutifulness and goodness toward

The mention of the famous H adi¯th of Prophet ( )

[54]. Such and many innumerable like statements clearly

and God-fearing life. As a mother, a woman plays a
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relies upon the mother’s conduct and mode of living. … Furthermore, with respect to his wives, whenever
Thus, an educated and God-fearing mother can serve as you ask them for any article and then ask them from
best and easy means of nurturing a Taqwa based society. behind a screen. That is sure to deepen the purity of

By Living as a Responsible Member of a Society: The
Qur’a¯n addressed the Muslim men and women as This  verse  endorses  the role of women in
helpers of each other in promoting the culture of lawful or community affairs and commands them to display moral
virtue and disqualifying the unlawful or vice. So, like men integrity and remain God-fearing while dealing with men
the women have an equal role of sustaining a Taqwa in communal affairs. Chastity, moral integrity, piety and
based society and take the opportunity to achieve the truthfulness are the necessary conditions for the
eternal felicity. The Qur’a¯n mentions it as: establishment of communal dealings between men and

As for the believing menand the believing women all perversion in the society would be a necessary outcome
of them are allies of one another.They enjoin what is [56].
rightand forbid what is wrong.Moreover, they duly One of the means to attain and display Taqwais to
establish the Prayer, and give the Zakat-Charity adopt modesty and protect one’s chastity. Both Muslim
and they obey God and His Messenger.It is these men and women have been commanded to adopt a chaste
upon whom God shall have mercy.Indeed, God is and modest behaviour, so as to nurture a culture of
overpowering, all-wise. [Al-Tawbah, 9:71] Taqwa/God-fearing. To obtain this goal the Qur’a¯n

The verse clearly mentions the role of women as
responsible members and “reformers” enjoining the Say also to the believing men, O Prophet that they
good/lawful and prohibiting the bad/unlawful. From this should lower their gaze from women that are
verse it can be easily deduced that women need to be forbidden to them and safeguard the chastity of their
provided with equal opportunities as men in achieving secret parts that is most pure for them. Indeed, God
education (both religious as well as secular). Women need is all-aware of all that they do. [Al-Nu¯r, 24:30]
to equip themselves with the required and relevant
knowledge and skills for carrying out this sacred duty And continuing the same subject, Allah commands:
effectively.Various women during the Prophetic period
including his wives like (the mother of the believers) And say to the believing women, as well, that they
H adrat ‘A¯isha (R.A) were highly learned and their should lower their gaze from men that are forbidden
advices and suggestions were sought during the Pious to them and safeguard the chastity of their secret
Caliphate regarding even various issues of social or parts and not exhibit their own physical adornment,
economic importance apart from religious teachings. [5]. except what must necessarily appear thereof Thus

By Adopting Moral Integrity, Chastity and Modesty in exhibit their own physical adornmentto other than
Public Life: Women and men are equally commanded to their husbands, or their fathers, or their husbands
display moral integrity at personal as well as communal fathers, or their own sons, or their husbands sons, or
level. In carrying out the mundane affairs while dealing their brothers, or their brothers’ sons, or their
with the opposite gender, the believers are ordered to be sisters’ sons, or their women folk who are
chaste, truthful, patient and God-fearing. Keeping in view believers.or those bondservantswhom their hands
the  very  nature  and  psychology  of human beings, rightfully possess, or male attendants without sexual
Allah commands the believers to follow the divine code desire, or children, who are not yet sexually
(of behaviour) in public as well as private life. Following discerningabout the nakedness ofwomen. Nor let
a way contrary to it is tantamount to going against the them stamp their feet while walkingto make visibly
natural laws and it will necessarily bring the known what they concealof their adornments.But
consequences which will be detrimental to the social, tum all together to God in repentance, O you
ethical and moral integrity of thesociety. The Qur’a¯n believers, so that you may be successful. [Al-Nu¯r,
mentions the command: 24:31].

your hearts and their hearts… [Al-Ah za¯b, 33:53].

women otherwise the spread of moral corruption and

explicitly mentions the guiding principles for men as:

let them draw their veils over their bosoms and not
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This verse, in an eloquent and beautiful manner, Thus, be ever mindful of and repeat often what is
contains the universal principle of attaining modesty and recited in your homesof the verses of Godand of the
safeguarding one’s chastity. Like men, Women have an traditions of prophetic wisdom.Indeed, ever is God
important obligation of protecting their chastity and subtle, all-aware. [Al-Ah za¯b, 33:34] 
behaving with modesty. This is one among the important O Prophet! Say to your wives and to your daughters
roles women need to play for sustaining a Taqwa based and to the womenfolk of the believers that they
society. should draw part of their mantles over themselves in

In order to sustain a balanced, ethically and morally public. This makes it more likely that they will be
strong society there must be laws regulating the recognized as virtuous women, so that they will not
behaviour/conduct of the people in public as well as be harassed. And ever is God all-forgiving, mercy-
private life and the Qur’a¯n extends its guidance amply giving. [Al-Ah za¯b, 33:59]
and perfectly with profound principles in this regard.
Since, communication is imperative in the public dealings The above mentioned verses lay out the principles
and addition to speech, eyes play an important role in for women while they carry out their mundane activities
communication. Keeping a check on the means of either in private or public life. Like men certain restrictions
communication between the opposite genders perfectly have been placed for women to regulate their social and
inhibits the spread of immoral, unethical and illegal acts in conjugal life, which is necessary for the establishment of
the society. Hence, apart from lowering or protecting a Taqwa based balanced and prosperous society.
one’s gaze form seeing the unlawful, the believing women
are additionally prohibited to adopt any illegal manner or As Reformers by Enjoining Good/Virtue and Prohibiting
improper means of adornment or ornamentation in the Bad/Vice: One of the greatest responsibilities of the
public life. However, they can express themselves with believing men and women is to enjoin good/virtue and
adornment within the prescribed limits as explicated in the prohibit bad/vice. This quality of the believers elevates
above verse. their collective status as the “best community” of all the

Through these principles the spread of a majority of communities who have flourished since antiquity. The
criminal, illicit and immoral activities, mostly victimising Qur’a¯n mentions:
the women, can be impeded. Besides, by following these
teachings the believing men and women are able to secure You believers are the best Community ever brought
their respect, honour and chastity in the society. Further, forth for the good of humankind: You enjoin what is
in this regard, Almighty Allah indirectly guides the right. And you forbid what is wrong. And you
believing women with much more directives, while believe in God. [Al-‘Imra¯n, 3:110].
addressing the wives of the Prophet ( ). The Qur’a¯n
keeps it as: The believing men and women are equally eligible for

O wives of the Prophet!You are like no other good  and  prohibiting  from  what  is  unlawful or evil.
category of Women, If you remain God-fearing. So This role of the believers “as reformers” is one of the
do not be soft in your• speech with men, such that significant means of sustaining a Taqwa based
one in whose heart there is a sickness should community and women are equally and significantly
become desirous. Rather, speak a forthright word. enjoined to take important task of reformation and moral
[Al-Ah za¯b, 33:32] or ethical refinement of the society. Since, women in
Moreover, abide reverently in your homes.Nor shall majority are at the helm of family affairs and a “family” is
you aunt your beautyand adornment, like the considered asthe basic unit of a society, therefore,
flaunting of women in the former times ofignorance. starting with the family and extending to the
Rather, duly establish thePrayer. And give the neighbourhood, this unremitting process of ‘reformation
Zakat-Charity.And obey the commandments of God and refinement’ would eventually bring the whole society
and His Messenger. God intends by this only to in its ambit in a smooth and proper way. And this can be
remove all traces of defilement from you, O People of achieved  without  affecting the mundane affairs.
the Prophet’s Household, and to purify you in However, to perform this and other like vital functions
spiritwith a virtuous• purification [Al-Ah za¯b, properly and effectively women need to be educated in
33:33]. religious  and  worldly  fields of knowledge. Moreover, the

taking this responsibility of enjoining what is lawful or
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higher spiritual goals considered as the believers’ 3. 'Abdullah Abba sNadwi , Qa mu sulAlfaz  il
aspiration in Islam cannot be achieved with knowledge
and education. This has been highlighted explicitly in a
H adi¯th as per which, Whosoever brought up three
daughters, taught them manners and etiquettes, got them
married and treated them well, heaven is for him [57].

CONCLUSION

Islam recognizes man and woman as two
indispensable and complementary parts of a society.
Both, being originating from the same spring, are
fundamentally equal and “spiritually” complete beings.
Owing to some natural differences both the genders
perform different yet equally vital functions suitable to
their specific faculties, capacities or aptitudes to the
society in a balanced and smooth way.

Islam places a higher level of priority on the dignity
of human beings including both men and women. The
Islamic teachings are aimed to uplift the human beings
from the dungeon of ignorance, disgrace and
transgression to the level of obedience, elevation,
enlightenment and dignity. For this reason, Islam
prescribes a specific mode of living and sustaining a
specific type of society, a society which is based on belief
(Ima¯n) and Taqwa (God-Fearing/righteousness/piety)
and aims for higher spiritual objectives while living a
materially sound life as well. Both, men and women, play
their respective roles in nurturing such a society. 

The above discussion amply reveals that a woman –
as a mother, wife, reformer, teacher or a responsible
member of society – can contribute equally as a man can,
in nurturing and sustaining a Taqwa based society
assuring peace, tranquillity and harmony.
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